EMA AYAKKABI A.Ş.
LAW ON THE PROTECTION OF PERSONAL DATA
APPLICATION FORM TO THE DATA CONTROLLER

This form is article 13 of the Personal Data Protection Act No. 6698. It was prepared by Ema Aakkabi A.Ş. based on the name and the right of persons ("Contact Person") who have processed personal data in Article 13 of the Law has the right to apply to the data controller. Accordingly, our Company has organized the application form as follows.

The requests made to our company will be finalized free of charge according to the nature of the request and within thirty days at the latest. However, if the transaction also requires a cost, the fee will be charged at the tariff set by the Personal Data Protection Board ("Board").

Our Company may accept the Contact's request or decline by explaining its justification. The answer to the application will be notified in writing or electronically to the Contact Person. If the request in the application is accepted, it is fulfilled by our Company. If the application is caused by a failure of our Company, the fee charged will be refunded to the Contact Person.

The Person concerned must submit his demands regarding the implementation of the Law to our Company in writing or other methods determined by the Board. Within this framework, applications to our Company in "written" are;

By printout of this Application Form;

- With the contact's application in person,
- Noter only,
- Contact by www.emaayakkabi.com must be sent safely by electronic ally emaayakkabi@hs01.kep.tr via e-mail (KEP) registered to the emaayakkabi@hs01.kep.tr. Furthermore, other application methods that may be determined by the Board will be announced to you by our Company.

The central address of our company, in the applications to “Abdurrahman Gazi Mah. Gazi Cad. No:21 Sancaktepe/İSTANBUL” address should be taken into account.

1. Identification and Contact Information of the Applicant:

- Last Name:
- T.C. ID No:
- Passport No.:
- E-Mail Address:
- Phone Number:
- Other Contact Information:
- Address:
2. **Ema Shoe Inc. Relationship/Link with; (Place A Mark on The Section You Are Interested in):**

- Customer ............................................
- Partner .............................................
- Visitor ............................................... 
- Running ...............................................
- Former Employee ..................................
- Running Candidate ..............................
- Other ..................................................
- Unit/Person and Subject:
  .............................................................................................................................................
  .............................................................................................................................................

3. **Law No. 6698 13. Your request for application within the framework of the Article:**

..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................

4. **Ema Ayakkabı A.Ş. Regarding Your Application Is The Method of Forwarding the Answer to You regarding Your Request:**

You specify this form;

- Transmission to My E-Mail Address ............................................
- Transmission to My E-Mail Address .............................................
- Physically Delivered ....................................................... (If the document is received by a person other than your side, a special authorized power of attorney including this subject)

5. **Remarks:**

The purpose of the application form to the Data Controller is Ema Shoe Inc. the work related to your personal data processed (if any) is arranged to respond to this application.

All information you specify in this form must be accurate and active.

Ema Shoe Inc. in any situation that may occur due to the fact that the information you have specified is incomplete, incorrect or unavailable. he accepts no responsibility.

Ema Shoe Inc. reserves the right to ask you for additional information and documents in order to identify you within the scope of data security, as obtaining personal data belonging to another person constitutes a crime, even though it is not authorized under the law.

**Contact to Data Controller (Contact)**

Name-Surname : 
Date-Signature : 

2